Introduction
It has been known that carrier mobility in MOSFETs changes with in-plane channel directions when two dimensional energy band has a low symmetry [1] . Recently anomalous anisotropy which cannot be explained by the symmetry of energy band have been reported in ultra-thin SiON CMOS on Si(111) [2] and short channel pFETs on Si(100) [3] . However, it is not clear whether these anisotropies come from an intrinsic property or an extrinsic one at the present time.
As well as the value of the mobility, the universality of the mobility is significant to describe the inversion layer mobility, but effects of channel direction on the definition of the effective field: E eff for characterizing the universality, which is defined as E eff =1/ε Si (Q dep +ηQ inv ), has not been investigated yet. Furthermore, an in-plane anisotropy of the mobility will give direct information about a role of scattering processes on the universality, because it means that only scattering process is different in the same sub-band structure. Therefore η's behavior on highly anisotropic surface is informative for modeling the physical mechanism of the universality as well as for technological application.
Measurement Samples and Methods
Three kinds of wafers with primary crystal orientations, (100), (110) and (111) were used in this study. On each wafer, MOSFETs with four channel directions (0, 30, 45, 90 degrees off w.r.t. the orientation flat) were fabricated. The crystal orientations and the channel directions are summarized in Fig.1 introduced by anisotropy of the conductivity tensor was measured by using hall tabs [1] . The value of η was determined at each E eff which gives the minimum difference between the mobility with V SB =0V and that with a certain V SB [4] .
Results and Discussion

A) In-Plane Anisotropy of the mobility
Figure2 represents the normalized mobility in different channel directions. In Fig.2 , the mobility on (100) is perfectly isotropic and that on (110) shows a large anisotropy. It has been known that carrier mobility is isotropic if the order of rotational symmetry of the energy band is more than 2 (S≥3). Therefore, results of (100) (S=4) and (110) (S=2) are consistent with the consequence of the symmetry analysis. However, the obtained mobility on (111) (S=6) shows an anomalous anisotropy as shown in To confirm that the anomalous anisotropy on (111) surface is not an artificial phenomenon, a transverse electric field measurement is useful as described below. Now the x and y axes are chosen along parallel and perpendicular to the current direction, respectively. When the shape of the energy band has a low symmetry (S≤2), σ is not a scalar but a tensor [5] . If σ xy ≠0, an electric field perpendicular to the current direction is generated. This situation is very similar to Hall effect in magnetic field. Using the analogy of Hall effect, we can formulate the magnitude of the transverse field as follows. 
Therefore, the ratio of E y /E x represents the magnitude of 
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pp. [724] [725] in-plane mobility anisotropy qualitatively. In Fig.3 , the absolute value of E y /E x is plotted as a function of in-plane off angle. Non-zero E y /E x on (111) surface confirms that the mobility on (111) surface is truly anisotropic. Here, it should be mentioned that an origin of the mobility anisotropy on (111) has not been identified, though a couple of possible mechanisms are under consideration. Next, we have applied this method to the analysis of the hole mobility on (100) surface. As shown in Fig.4 , the hole mobility is isotropic and E y /E x is zero in any in-plane off angles. This result is consistent with the high symmetric property of valence band structure on (100) surface (S=4). And it is concluded that the hole mobility on Si(100) is isotropic intrinsically. 
B) The universality in different current directions
In Fig.5 the channel direction dependence of η at room temperature is presented for the electron mobility. As shown in Fig.5 , the value of η on each surface is independent of channel direction. It means that we can use the same value of η independent of channel direction in room temperature operation. In order to investigate the effect of an anisotropic mobility on the universality in more detail, we measured the channel direction dependence of η on Si(110) at 140 K, where the mobility was more anisotropic than at 300K. As shown in Fig.6 , the values of η in different channel directions are clearly different. It directly indicates that the scattering process in the inversion layer is associated with the value of η, because in MOSFETs with different channel directions only the scattering process can be changed with channel direction in the same sub-band structure. This is in contrast with the results of electron mobility on Si(100) [4] . This fact should be taken into consideration for modeling the universal mobility. 
Conclusions
The investigation of mobility and transverse electric field in a wide range of channel direction has revealed that electron mobility on Si(111) is experimentally anisotropic, and confirmed that hole mobility on Si(100) is intrinsically isotropic. Moreover, it is confirmed experimentally that the value of η in E eff is associated with the scattering process in the channel, but that it is regarded to be isotropic at room temperature from a practical standpoint.
